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Approvals

Harness / Belt Material

Hose

Fittings

Demand Valve

Switchover Valve & Whistle

Fall Arrest Harness

SynchrosuitTM Compatible

QuickmountTM Cylinder

/ Air Supply Mounting Positions

Cylinder

Couplings

Working Pressure

Weight inc. Cylinder exc. Mask

ITEM AIRSTARTM LITE AIRSTARTM PRO

EN 14593-1, EN 402, EN 136

Polyester webbing, padded belt

Polyurethane / PVC

Stainless / Nickel Plated Brass

TempestTM servo assisted lung

demand valve

Yes

No

Yes

1

2L 200bar or 300bar composite,

locking handwheel

CEJN 342 or Foster Hansen

breathing air

5.5-9bar

4.1kg

EN 14593-1, 402, 136 & 361

Polyester webbing, padded belt

Polyurethane / PVC

Stainless / Nickel Plated Brass

TempestTM servo assisted lung

demand valve

Yes

Yes, to EN 361

Yes

2, additional mounts can be fitted

to harness for further cylinder

mounting positions

2L 200bar or 300bar composite,

locking handwheel

CEJN 342 or Foster Hansen

breathing air

5.5-9bar

5.1kg

Specification



The Airstar™ airline breathing apparatus is designed to

provide respiratory protection to users in toxic or oxygen

depleted environments. It consists of a mask and pneumatics

assembly which are fed by a compressed breathing air line.

Offering unique versatility of wearing styles for different

working environments, the Airstar™ is supplied in either a

Lite or Pro version. The Lite consists of a belt which the

cylinder and apparatus are mounted on, and the Pro consists

of an approved full body harness, with front and rear

attachment points, which can be used for fall protection,

and also provides for wearing the cylinder either leg mounted

or back mounted positions - this can be switched in seconds

utilizing the unique Quickmount™ buckles.

Air is supplied to the Tempest lung governed demand valve,

attached to the full face mask or helmet. An emergency

escape cylinder is provided, which is connected into the

compressed air supply - should this fail then the cylinder

provides 10 minutes of air with which to escape. A switchover

valve is contained on the apparatus, which will allow the

air to be fed from the escape cylinder, if the main air supply

fails a whistle activates when the air is fed from the escape

cylinder.

The equipment is tested and certified to EN14593-1:2005,

EN136:1998 CL2 and EN402:2003, EN361:2002.

Key Benefits of Airstar Lite and Airstar Pro

Additional Benefits of Airstar Pro

Choice of Masks / Helmets

TM

AIRSTARAIRSTAR

Airstar Lite Airstar Pro

EN 361 Full Body Harness 2 or more mounting positions

SynchrosuitTM compatible,
for high contamination work

Vision Mask. High comfort wide
angle mask

Pro Mask. Traditional style full
face mask

FireflyTM Helmet. Integrated full
face and head protection with
optional built in communication

Lightweight escape cylinder
with integrated reducer

QuickmountTM

buckles

TempestTM demand valve Switch over valve and whistle.
Activates when changeover

from main to escape cylinder
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